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Going, going, gone...

by Pam Allagash

Doesn't the idea of celebrating New Year's Eve on December 6th sound appealing? It is one of the numerous events being auctioned at tonight's Faculty-Student Auction. Working in cooperation with the Community Fund, the Senior Class will be reviving an old Corn tradition as well as getting the community involved in a worthwhile project.

Fifty per cent of the proceeds will go to the Community Fund which then will distribute the money to various charities. The other half will support campus wide activities run by the Senior Class.

The two coordinators of the project, Trish Bristol and Renee Baumblatt, remarked on the fact that "Faculty and student response has been extremely good." They emphasized the importance of bidding in groups as many of the items are designed for six to twenty people. It will also be considered an in fraction of the Honor Code if people offering services do not live up to their end of the bargain.

Some of the more interesting and unusual items up for auction include: a truckload of manure, a breakfast for twelve at the Amer, a tour of representative bars in New London, a spring canoe trip, and passes to all social events for spring semester.

Mr. Biscuiti, who is a professional auctioneer, will be doing the honors tonight at what appears to be quite an impressive operation. All checks are to be made payable to the Community Fund and all buyers have a week to pay for their items.

regulations

All items which are actually auctioned are subject to the following regulations:

1. Donors will be notified of the purchase of his/her good or service. The two parties will then work out an agreement for the fulfillment of the contract.

2. Check or cash payment for goods and/or services can be made at the Auction or within a week to Renee Baumblatt, Box 99. Make all checks payable to Community Fund. If you cannot pay within the week contact Vicki Leebart, Box 911, to arrange special contracts.

3. Failure to donate the promised service or good, as well as failure to pay the agreed amount, is subject to Judicial Board Action.

Please note if you have donated an object or service you do not have to attend the Auction. You will be notified of results of the evening.

Remember groups and/or individuals can bid. Also please bring some kind of ID.

If you have questions relating to any aspect of the Auction, please contact either Renee or Vicki.

Latin honors: it's final

by Frances Glammepoulos

Changes in the eligibility for Latin Honors at Connecticut College will become effective after May 1975, starting with the Class of 1976. The scholarship standing for distinction in the Major field will be 3.50. The scholarship standing for Cum laude will be 3.50 magna cum laude 3.67 and summa cum laude 3.80.

These changes were voted upon by the faculty at long discussions and debates held last year by the faculty and many concerned student. The issue of making steps for modification was brought to interest by many professors who felt that Latin Honors were becoming meaningless due to the fact that an increasing number of students were acquiring them. When the issue was brought to debate the students expressed opposing views. They questioned the fairness of the changes and argued that they would cause problems for them when the time came to apply to Graduate School.

Despite excessive disagreement the changes were made and favored

Hiatt to speak at Sunday service

The Reverend Suzanne Hiatt, one of 11 women ordained this past summer in Philadelphia to the Episcopal priesthood, will be the guest speaker at Harkness Chapel this coming Sunday morning at the 11 a.m. worship service.

On July 24 four bishops of the Episcopal Church participated in a service of ordination for the first time in the history of the Episcopal priesthood. The reactions to this event both within and outside the church suggest that it was truly an historic moment. In an emergency meeting in Chicago on August 14 and 15 the House of Bishops declared the ordinations invalid, and asked that the issue be postponed until a definitive ruling could be made by the next General Convention of the Church in 1976. On Sunday evening, October 27, three of the women for the first time publicly celebrated the Eucharist in New York City, thus signalling their refusal to abide by the ruling of the House of Bishops.

Reverend Suzanne Hiatt, a native of Hartford, Connecticut, is a graduate of Radcliffe College, the Episcopal Theological School, Cambridge, and holds a Master of Social Work degree from Boston University. She has been active in community organization and welfare activities of the Church in Minneapolis and Philadelphia, and was one of the founders of the Welfare Rights Organization of Philadelphia in 1968. From 1968-1970 she worked for the Episcopal Diocese of Pennsylvania with suburban churches in the Philadelphia area, interpreting urban problems and possible roles of the suburban communities in their solution. Currently she is a Consultant to the Episcopal Consortium for Theological Education in the Northeast, in connection with Women in Theological Education Project. In this capacity she is counseling with women students, teaching courses on women's studies, and supervising research on the status of women in Episcopal seminaries.

Miss Hiatt is a member of the Board of Directors of the Committee for Union Theological Seminary, New York City, and a member of the Steering Committee of the Episcopal Peace Fellowship. She is co-author with the Reverend Emily Hewitt of Women Priests: Yes or No?

Faculty ok's student reps for tenure group

by Bill Loosey

A resolution endorsing the inclusion of three students as voting members of a newly formed Senate Committee was adopted by the Senate. The resolution is designed to investigate guidelines and procedures used in the awarding of tenure. The committee will include four faculty members chosen, and that it was truly an historic moment, in an emergency meeting in Chicago on August 14 and 15 the House of Bishops declared the ordinations invalid, and asked that the issue be postponed until a definitive ruling could be made by the next General Convention of the Church in 1976. On Sunday evening, October 27, three of the women for the first time publicly celebrated the Eucharist in New York City, thus signalling their refusal to abide by the ruling of the House of Bishops.

Reverend Suzanne Hiatt, a native of Hartford, Connecticut, is a graduate of Radcliffe College, the Episcopal Theological School, Cambridge, and holds a Master of Social Work degree from Boston University. She has been active in community organization and welfare activities of the Church in Minneapolis and Philadelphia, and was one of the founders of the Welfare Rights Organization of Philadelphia in 1968. From 1968-1970 she worked for the Episcopal Diocese of Pennsylvania with suburban churches in the Philadelphia area, interpreting urban problems and possible roles of the suburban communities in their solution. Currently she is a Consultant to the Episcopal Consortium for Theological Education in the Northeast, in connection with Women in Theological Education Project. In this capacity she is counseling with women students, teaching courses on women's studies, and supervising research on the status of women in Episcopal seminaries.

Miss Hiatt is a member of the Board of Directors of the Committee for Union Theological Seminary, New York City, and a member of the Steering Committee of the Episcopal Peace Fellowship. She is co-author with the Reverend Emily Hewitt of Women Priests: Yes or No?
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Reverend Suzanne Hiatt, a native of Hartford, Connecticut, is a graduate of Radcliffe College, the Episcopal Theological School, Cambridge, and holds a Master of Social Work degree from Boston University. She has been active in community organization and welfare activities of the Church in Minneapolis and Philadelphia, and was one of the founders of the Welfare Rights Organization of Philadelphia in 1968. From 1968-1970 she worked for the Episcopal Diocese of Pennsylvania with suburban churches in the Philadelphia area, interpreting urban problems and possible roles of the suburban communities in their solution. Currently she is a Consultant to the Episcopal Consortium for Theological Education in the Northeast, in connection with Women in Theological Education Project. In this capacity she is counseling with women students, teaching courses on women's studies, and supervising research on the status of women in Episcopal seminaries.

Miss Hiatt is a member of the Board of Directors of the Committee for Union Theological Seminary, New York City, and a member of the Steering Committee of the Episcopal Peace Fellowship. She is co-author with the Reverend Emily Hewitt of Women Priests: Yes or No?

The following is the list of goods and services that have been offered by the College Community for the Student-Faculty Auction. This list is also the agenda for the auction. Don't forget the live and bid on Thursday, November 21st at 7 p.m. in Dana. See you there!!

Gretchen Kasperek: An afternoon of breadmaking. Results continued on page nine
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More on Security

It has come to our attention that the example of less than instantaneuous response by Security mentioned in last week's editorial did not contain all the relevant facts.

The calls to which Security did not respond were called in from a room phone, an outside line, and were directed to Chief O'Grady's office. The call to which they did respond with alacrity was sent from a dorm extension to the Guardhouse (ext. 379).

Our original point still remains valid, however. Security, and lack thereof remains, and is a problem we students cannot hold of those guards when they are needed, it is as though there are no guards at all.

The Campus Directory DOES give the emergency numbers on page one, right inside the cover. But if a student schooled in research looks under "Security," they find the Chief's number. Why are the emergency numbers not cross-indexed? Why are they not included under "Security?" It would seem numbers that important to the College would be printed more than once. For it is under "Security" that the student who got no response called.

The communication system is one fault. We therefore recommend posting at all campus extension, and on all floors of dormitories prominent notices listing all emergency numbers and the hours they are manned. A guard on call is worth two in the guardhouse.

An apology

I wish to extend a sincere apology to the Classes of 1975 and 1977 for failure to include their ads in the last issue of COURIER. In a triumph of stupidity over good intentions, it slipped my mind just how important the ads were. Again, my apologies for notices listing all emergency numbers and the therefore recommend posting at all campus extension, it is as though there are no guarantees.

To the Editors:

In your article "Dean Watson's Plea," Nov. 7, 1974, the writer failed to include the most important security extension 333 which is manned 24 hours a day and is an emergency number.

security

Dear Courier:

In reading the recent coverage of the crises evolving in the campus security system, I was somewhat amazed at the blindness of successive protagonists to a possible solution that might very well be a decisive aid to the situation. Specifically, why is it that no one has been expressing to me personally as students on the security force? The use of students in security positions has advantages and strong points that are amazingly obvious. Firstly, I think of all of those people expressing drearily, I am doing the best job I can. Second, I think of all of those people expressing that they might be able to contribute to the situation. I think that it might be possible to do so.

Secondly, it is painfully obvious beyond all the idealism of "community" that each day our lives and property are increasingly endangered by the presently flaccid system. Here I must more specifically direct the brunt of my attack, for I recognize that campus security is not one monolithic element, but rather an aggregation of varying components. The first component under question would have to be the Night-Pinkie forces. These men I have the least contention with, for they appear to be primarily the victims of circumstances. I have found for the most part that Night-Pinkies are pretty cool guys; they are for the most part sympathetic and friendly, save perhaps for those moments of reckless abandon when you decide to drive across the green or around the dorm. And while many of the complainers circulating recently seem to pontific on unreasonableness, I would have to think that much of this has to do with the size of the force; for the length of the campus and the number of functions that have to be performed, there just aren't enough people able to hold down all points as secure.

On the other hand, I hold much less sympathy for the Day-Pinkies. To call them slow would be doing them a service; some of the wheeze-bags write out a parking ticket in the time it takes to walk to Yellow Front and back again. They galavant around campus in an incredibly wasteful gas-eater, big enough to hold a session of the History of Film. Come on -- if these people are essentially playing Meter Maid, why can't they get a Volkswagen?

Much of this, I suspect, has to do with allegiances. The security force is obviously, not an extension of our own community, but rather another often camouflaged arm of the legion of paper-pushers and buck-passers that the forces of Pennin Tower seem so far removed from. Students are, after all, selfish and incompetent spoiled brats, whose prime concern is the clock by economically a system of debatable value. Gargantuan dahwashers and mobile leaf-suckers are, after all, much more important to the perpetuation of the system than the students for heaven's sake or, heaven forfend, more courses.

Are students competent enough to trust the police? I would have to say an emphatic YES! If there is a desire among students to assume positions on the security force, there would seem to be definite benefits to garner from the situation. Students are, I am relatively sympathetic towards their fellow students and more readily willing to be quick-moving in an emergency situation. We have no families to support and are numerous enough that it shouldn't impose that much of a temporal or economic strain.

And if it is of any importance to you, I have it work. Drew University in Madison, New Jersey, makes extensive use of students on its security force, and it seems to work very well. And even if the college would find it impractical to use students on a permanent basis, I would urge that it at least consider experimenting with a proven alternative.

Sincerely,
Jack Blossom

more security

To the Editor:

It was most unfortunate that the Courier by its editorial of November 14 about our campus security failed to address its concerns in this unilateral manner rather than by trying to arrive at a mutually agreeable solution first directly with Mr. O'Grady. We are still a community of inquirers and small enough to talk to each other. Such an article would have been justified only if all of our usual forms of communication and attempts to change a situation had failed. Morale of the security force was lowered by the implications of the editorial.

We all agree that a community of students living in close physical quarters is difficult to protect from theft, vandalism, and the intrusion by strangers who, for whatever reason are decided to be on our campus. The record of successful detection and prevention of trouble situations has been excellent. We only tend to hear about the failures and to amplify their magnitude. In order for the efforts of the security force to be effective, there must be cooperation from all of the individuals who live on the campus.
SWEET TOOTH IS HURTING

by Jack Anderson

WASHINGTON. Candy may be dandy, but its cost may soon make it a luxury only the rich can afford. Sugar, the prime confectionary ingredient, is now rivaling oil as the fastest rising commodity on the world price index. A five-pound bag of sugar cost 88 cents last year. Today, it runs nearly 75 cents.

The reasons are complex, but a large share of the price rise can be laid to unscrupulous brokers and greedy sugar refiners. The brokers set themselves up as middlemen, contract- ing desperate customers and offering them sugar. If they get an offer, they get the sugar from a supplier they have worked a deal with. The increased costs go into the broker's pocket.

Many legitimate sugar refiners are taking advantage of the short sugar supply to raise prices well above their costs. Sugar industry profits have ballooned by as much as 500 per cent.

Of course, market forces have played the most significant role in the price rise. Worldwide, sugar consumption has simply outpaced sugar production. The oil-rich Arab nations have helped inflate demand, bidding up prices on the international market to satisfy a newly developed sweet tooth. And poor crops forecasts around the world mean further increases in the future.

In America, sugar's outrageous price has consumers either boycotting or deserting the product. Only dentists and nutritionists, it seems, are herding the sugar pinch. The food experts have found that sugar is the only food without nutritional value. And the dentists, of course, hope that less sugar will mean fewer cavities.

GETTING TO KNOW YOU: President Ford travels to the Soviet Union this week with a head full of advice from Secretary of State Henry Kissinger.

Kissinger gave Ford a favorable report on his secret 19-hour talks with Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev. The Soviet leader uses cordial but cautious. Kissinger reported

He clearly wants to continue the Russian-American detente. But Brezhnev made it clear that he wanted to get to know the new American President before substantive talks get underway. The first Ford-Brezhnev meeting, however, the two leaders will undoubtedly foray into some ticklish areas.

Ford, for example, is concerned about the Soviet buildup of mobile missiles. These missiles can be moved by train, truck or plane. They can even be fired on the move. It would be almost impossible, then, to set up an advanced defense system.

The dramatic test of the new Russian missile was conducted when Kissinger was in Moscow about a month ago. Now, Ford is prepared to warn the Soviets that they are risking a new round in the arms race unless the two superpowers agree on restraints. For once both countries start producing mobile missiles, the move sophistication is not enough to keep track of how many mobile missiles the other side had, or where they were developed.

The Vladivostok summit, however, is unlikely to produce any major Soviet-American agreements. Rather, it will serve to reinforce the foundations of detente.

SHEIKHS AND STARVATION: The oil price squeeze has brought fabulous wealth to a few Arab sheikhs. It has also brought stagnation to millions of impoverished people.

High oil prices increase the cost of fertilizers and insecticides, which have a reduced food production.

Yet an estimated 400 million — twice the population of the United States — don't have enough to eat.

The United States is the world's greatest food producer. Unlike the oil producers, the United States has been generous with its surplus food. For 30 years, the United States almost alone has kept the impoverished from starving.

Half of the world's bulk food exports come from America. Of this, a whopping billion dollar's worth of food is given away every year to poor countries at low cost.

In contrast, the reckless greed of the oil sheikhs is costing lives. They have been showing up at the world's pleasure spots scattering money like autumn leaves. Meanwhile, in places like Bangladesh and India, people are being turned away from the bread lines because they have no money for food.

And in Africa, millions are starving because there isn't enough food to go around.

COMPACT CRUNCH: The four major auto manufacturers have spent $1 billion retooling factories to produce smaller cars. Yet transporta- tion officials are having second thoughts about small cars.

It is true that small cars consume less fuel and, therefore, are more economi- cal to operate. But private studies show that car owners get involved in more accidents and are more costly to repair. The average damage claim after a collision, according to the studies, is $506 for a compact car compared to only $433 for a full-size car.

A front fender, which cost $61 to repair in 1967, now costs $114. A rear fender, which cost $240 to repair in 1967, now costs $479.

Costs like these have started a move in Congress to regulate the auto repair business.

SLOGANS U.S.A.: In times past, Americans have been able to distill the cause of the hour into a phrase, a rallying cry, a stirring slogan to reaffirm our faith in America. A slogan is needed to capture the spirit of America past, present and future. It ought not to be the forced effort of an advertising executive, but rather it should be the spontaneous outpouring from an average citizen.

Therefore, the Copernicus Society of America, in conjunction with the Bicentennial Commission, is sponsoring "Slogans, U.S.A." So far, the responses have been heavy and heartwarming. Slogans have poured in from around the nation. But more ideas are needed, so send your slogan suggestion to: "Slogans, U.S.A.," Box 375, Washington, D.C.

It's time to reaffirm the dream.

Football (Rah, Rah, Beerski, Beerski).

The Old Pooper

(Prepared by the Reporters who were roped
out on us, without opening on
Sunday and Monday while he was
here.

The student body was deprived of
the right to contribute to the
diligency of reporters, and get
paid for it, while receiving
nothing in return.

It would seem the hours worked
and schedule would have been
obvious to the new man, and be,
indeed, would-be able to decide
whether he liked them or not

before he started.

I, personally, would like to see
the bar open on Sundays and
Monday nights. Apparently so
would a lot of other people,
more of a fuss would have been
made over the lack of student
help in the bar. Since Conn College rarely does anything
where the student body is affected, we get
enough. Everything is as
sold as one prepared there,
was prepared better by the cooks
at my prep school. On return
visits, the meals are

Now on to the gut issue of the
piece: food.

Chewy, Chewy, Chewy, Baby

I have never been too fond of
the food here at C.C. by the sea.

The arguments department has too
left off on institutional food in
general is invalid. I went to a
prep school still for three years
before appearing on the
New London scene. Every dish
prepared here with the same

continued on page nine
Library plans need re-thinking

by Bill Thompson

Construction has begun, but construction of what? How many in Comm students are aware of the character of the interior and exterior spaces of the new library? No, you may not refer to the unpublicly available plans of the building. I would have to conclude that the library lacks a sense of human scale. A library needs intimate spaces conducive to human use, whether for intense private study or for casual pleasure. Any number of these qualities, and in response to these deficiencies, I have built a model, a humanizing broadening of the present plans. I have tried to turn the stark, unadorned courtyard below. The library. Thus, in the model shown, the scale is the human proportion. "Barren Spaces"

In the architects' plans of the new library, the main entrance lobby is on the second floor and is arrived at by walking across a forty foot wide concrete ramp. This ramp extends over a courtyard that defines the ground level. I question what the architects intend to do with a forty foot ramp. What will it be like to traverse this barren space with little or no thing to look at but the huge square exterior of the new library? How tiny and insignificant the ordinary human will walk while walking across this ramp. Equally out of scale is the unadorned courtyard below. The longest dimension of this terrace is over one hundred and sixty feet long. It doesn't take long to walk this distance, but to stand still in such a large empty space is to be swallowed up in a wind swept wasteland. Imagine walking across this unprotected terrace, on a typically windy January day. This isn't New York City with its lowering buildings and pines. We don't need a stone soccer field in front of the new library. Thus, in the model shown above, I have indicated one method of improving the cold and Spartan spaces surrounding the library, without changing the present plans. I have tried to turn the blank exterior space of the library into an environment.

"Sparkling Images"

The library does not stand alone; it has to be placed in a human setting. In my plans, the ramp extends over a reflecting pool broken only by a large sculptured fountain. There is planting on the ramp with benches placed in between. Hopefully the student will want to sit and gaze at the fountain and water before entering the library. At night the pool will create a sparkling image as the lights in the library go off. On the main pool tumulites a four foot water fall into a smaller, more intimate pool surrounded by planting and benches. Imagine yourself as a frustrated student working on a tough mathematical problem. How calming it would be to walk out from ground level and hear the rhythms of falling water and gaze upon the rippling surface of a small pool, or to walk around a larger pool more conducive to contemplation. The mathematical problem wasn't so tough after all. Was it? During the colder months, the student would be able to relax by skating. Given the present plans, this is how it might try to improve upon them.

Yes, we are going to have a mammoth new library, but what a cold and unwarming sense of experience it will create. How uninviting! I think I'll study in my room instead.

Minolta camera contest:
summer in Europe

Want to hit Europe next summer, with a friend, and have 8,000 in cash to spend? This dream two months vacation can be all yours. No queues to figure, either! You take a picture which, in the opinion of judges, is worthy of publication in the Minolta College Gallery and is the best of all entries, and you'll be on your way.

Minolta's photo competition is exclusively for college students. Grad students too. Male and female.

The big camera company has come up with a big idea: The Minolta College Gallery, a special section to appear periodically in College Magazine containing at least ten prize winning photos taken by students attending a college or university in the United States.

The top prize will be a two months vacation in Europe next summer for the winner and a friend. The company will provide all air transportation. In addition give the big winner $3,000 in cash for pay all lodgings, food, ground transporation and other expenses. Additionally, the two travelers will each receive Minolta SR-T 101, 35 mm reflex camera.

Minolta plans selected eight categories for the College Gallery: sports, still lifes, social commentary, human interest, abstracts, environment, humor or news. Visual effectiveness and technical ability will rate high. Also, a picture included in the judging will be the appropriateness of the subject matter to a specified category. Judging will be done by an independent organization.

Students can enter as many photos as they wish, but each must have an official entry form. Forms can be obtained from Minolta's advertising department at 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446. Entries must be postmarked by January 31, 1976. Entries received by January 31, 1976.

A Minolta spokesman said that the contest is a unique one. Minolta has no connection with any other contest the company might be running simultaneously.

So, get that camera loaded with film. And start shooting. We want one of us to win!

Recommendations on J.B. appeals

To the Editor of the COURIER:

I believe the following portion of a letter from Mr. Wiles to the Administration Committee would be of interest to the student body, and I would appreciate your printing it in the COURIER.

Jewel Plummer Cobb
Chairman Administration Committee

To the Administration Committee:

...With respect to the subject of Dishonesty in Academic Work and the right of a faculty member to appeal to a Judiciary Board decision of NOT GUILTY, I should like to comment on the Administration Committee's recommendation of October 30 that the faculty member as well as the student be given the right of appeal. In the matter under consideration, the faculty member and the student are not in a similar jeopardy. The faculty member's role is analogous not to that of a complainant seeking redress from injury done to him but to that of a student.

Signed: Gordon P. Wiles
Department of Religion

Summer program in Israel

State University College at Oneonta, New York, in cooperation with Hebrew University, Haifa University, and Bar-Ilan University in Israel, is offering its ninth summer academic program in Israel. The overseas program will be for a seven week period and will award nine semester hours of graduate or undergraduate credit to students completing the academic work satisfactorily.

"Modern Israel" is for students who desire an intensive study of Israel's economic, social, political, religious, educational, and scientific institutions; an opportunity for research on a particular aspect to the country; and a humanizing broadening contact with old-new Israel. Participation for both courses is limited to teachers, and undergraduate and graduate students who can meet the entrance requirements of the State University of New York, and who have a serious purpose for participating. There are no language requirements.

Dr. Yonah Alexander, Professor of International and Foreign Area Studies of the State University College at Oneonta, will be the Director of this program for the ninth consecutive summer. During the 1966-67 and 1967-68 academic years he was Resident Director of the full-year State University of New York programs in Israel at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem and the Tel Aviv University.

Persons desiring further information may write Professor Alexander at State University College, Oneonta, New York 13820 (Tel: 607-431-3369). As only a limited number of enrollees will be accepted, early application is recommended.

Today is the day of The Fast for a World Harvest
If you have committed yourself, please honor it.
4 pm Cro Main Lounge
Forum on World Hunger
with faculty and students
ALL WELCOME
ConnPIRG: social action

by Bruce E. Collin

Emphasizing that social action should be the goal of research projects, Steven Wisensale, Mr. Wisensale outlined numerous projects being conducted at various campuses throughout the state. Included in this list are such topics as drafting a bill concerning returnable beverage bottles, evaluating the state's nursing homes, and compiling an informative directory of area physicians.

Ted Hathaway, campus organizer of the research group, echoed Mr. Wisensale's call for action by announcing that Lisa Fedder and Carol Morris would begin canvassing nearby doctors in order to obtain the necessary information for the proposed directory. The purpose of such a booklet would be to provide Connecticut College students with a detailed listing and price evaluation of each medical specialist.

Hathaway also announced that "we will soon try to set up a Consumer Complaint Center and a Smalls Claims Court Advisory Service." Such a service, headed by William Bingham, would aid individuals who had been "ripped off" by local merchants.

"It's important to get things off the ground if we hope to be around next semester," Hathaway bluntly noted.

He commented that the relevance of the organization would be further enhanced if courses such as Social Problems have projects that are involved with ConnPIRG." Such an idea is presently being discussed and may be utilized in some spring semester courses.

All students interested in any of the above-mentioned ConnPIRG projects are urged to contact Ted Hathaway as soon as possible (Box 894).

Murphy's Law:
If something can go wrong, it will

by Jon Cohen

Plutonium 239, the most poisonous element ever handled in quantity by man, is a byproduct that results from the use of uranium. Dr. Donald Geeman, an authority on the plutonium hazard, estimates that there will be one lung cancer in every 10,000 human beings for every 10,000 particles of plutonium inhaled. Dispersed as fine particles (one micron in diameter), one pound of plutonium 239 represents the potential for some nine billion human lung cancers. It takes 24,000 years for just half of this plutonium to decay which means any plutonium dispersed into the biosphere presents a major curcnicogenic hazard for human generations to come. Now, consider this—one large power plant produces about 400 pounds of plutonium 239 every year! It is estimated that 98.99 percent containment of plutonium 239 is not good enough. Who can guarantee containment of the plutonium when it depends on the absolute perfection in the people who design, manufacture, construct and operate the power plants and who transport, process and store this poison? When a human being is involved there is no such thing as perfection. According to Mr. Murphy's Law, we are taking very serious chances.

Conclusion

Conn PIRG drug store comparison

The following surveys were conducted to compare various basic products most frequently used by college students. The surveys of CVS and Bellin's Pharmacy were conducted on November 1, while the surveys of Whelan Discount and Big L Discount were conducted on November 8. Price discrepancies are possible due to time differences. Numbers inscribed in boxes indicate a difference in size. Numbers in italics indicate that the discount was not available because the store did not carry the particular brand. Prices may change, but in general relative price differences between stores will probably remain the same.

**CVS**

**Bellin's**

**DISCOUNT**

**WHELAN**

**CVS**

**Bellin's**

**DISCOUNT**

**WHELAN**

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>CVS</th>
<th>Bellin's</th>
<th>WHELAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEODORANTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Guard Nat. Scent (80)</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sch. + Deo. Un-Scented (80)</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And Bell-On (1/5)</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dove Bar (5)</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivory (4)</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Soap (5)</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banana Pea (4)</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor (4)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SHAMPOO</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head + Shoulders (1/2)</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TALC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safeguard (8 oz)</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIETDETECTORS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RABIES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaddie Top II (5 dose)</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seldick Super II (5)</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perox Double II (5)</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUMMARY MAPS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodak Map (50)</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodak Map (100)</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foro (30)</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONDENSERS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condensers (40)</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEER</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CIGARETTES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SALT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONVENIENCE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **COURIER, 21, NOVEMBER 174, PAGE FIVE**
by Seth Greenland

Federico Fellini's "Juliet of the Spirits," made in 1965, is an examination of the director's favorite themes, sensuality versus spirituality. The film concerns an apparently respectable and sensitive pure woman who is surrounded by a decadent world. Her next neighbor is an incurable hedonist and her husband is having an affair with a young model; but throughout the film, Nino remains a paragon of virtue and a hopeless romantic.

Fellini's use of color in "Juliet" is truly virtuous and it is where the director best manifests his considerable talent in this particular film. The color composition varies drastically from sequence to sequence, so Fellini alternates his contrasting themes. In the sequences intended to create spirituality and to evoke Fellini's use of white, red, orange and yellows in an effort to visually assimilate the viewer into the scenes where he wants to evoke spirituality he uses soft whites and pastels, whenever he wishes to subdue, almost impressionistic, effect. "Juliet" is a film most effective on its visual level for it is a veritable smorgasbord for the eye.

However, one is led to think that Fellini was carried away by the colors and equally fine photographic composition because the film sometimes seems to be rhetorically asking "can purity exist in an impure world?" The film, therefore, has provided no answer. The final sequence seems purposefully ambiguous, it proceeds to a finish from which a glowing light emanated (since Dante's Divine Comedy light has been seminal in Italian literature).

Whether or not Fellini was paying tribute to his countryman in this film, it is a fact that indoors inside the movie, Juliet is walking away from her house in a long white dress as ethereal music flows. Can virtue exist in this decadent world? Can release only be obtained through death? Fellini leaves the answer to the viewer; he certainly isn't telling. Because of its technical Goodmaness, "Juliet of the Spirits," though technically superb, becomes a somewhat disappointing film.

Late for the Sky

by Todd Cipolla

Jackson Browne, who writes feelings, or comes closer to it than anyone else. His latest album, Late for the Sky, is a compelling effort and another culminating step that, along with his two previous Lp's, has been brilliantly executed. Easily, his best work thus far, his perceptions are numerous and well thought out and he places them together into songs of convincing observations about growing up, coming of age, and its trappings; illusion, pitfalls and hard times, sexual or otherwise.

Side one opens with the title song "Late for the Sky" and we find an ending and also a beginning. Young love, or rather the illusion of love is filled with own emotional maturity has exposed it for what it is. But with growth and maturity comes pain, the pain of a continued but unfulfilled experience. He sees through the sham of romanticized love. He is no longer the self-assured of youth. "Words come easy," he sings, but he knows they don't mean that much "compared to the things that are said in a lover's touch." A mature insight, it captures a lot of what Browne is saying, which is bluntly, DO longer Is put on. Because Browne's lyric complexity can be seen in the double-extendure of his "words come easy" and the concluding lines of the son: "... that morning flight through the changing light - Of the bed were both we likewise for Late for the Sky," The theme comes in "Fountain of Sorrow," a song that slams into gear right from the start and boosts along with that patented Asylum, West Coast beat (Somewhere in between Joni Mitchell and The Eagles). One of the best tunes on the album, Browne's lyric genius shines through with lines like this:

When you see through love's illusion

There lies the danger

And your perfect love

Just looks like a perfect fool

Browne's voice is stronger than previously, brighter, and this cut is evidence.

Both "Fountain of Sorrow" and the next song, "Farther On," are ripe with metaphor and analogy. The album, Browne's film through some photographs and is "taken by a photograph of you:" a clever play on words that exposes Browne's conflict of viewpoints and realities. Photos are, by and large, a picture of Western reality, continued on page eight
Maid Marion and Jack-in-the-Green

by Emily Odya

Maid Marion was one of nine dancers who took part in the dance of the same name. The dance was a traditional English folk dance, performed in honor of the Queen of Avalon. Marion's role was that of a shepherdess, and she was depicted as being in love with Jack, who was portrayed as a peasant farmer. The dance was performed in a circle, with the dancers moving in a clockwise direction, and it included intricate steps and turns. Marion's dress was simple and modest, and she was often seen carrying a small basket. The dance was a popular pastime in medieval times and was believed to have originated in the Middle East.

(term)
headgear, the swimming trunks, and the lighthouse imagery. They simply stood on stage and slowly, almost hypnotically, blinding the audience, then reflecting their lights on the back of the theatre and back to the audience. When the strange and marvellous effects of this play were exhibited, they moved over something else. But the dance was not simply a series of gesticules. It was well-balanced rhythmically, and also very flowing and continuous.

Snail

The dance theatre piece choreographed by Ted Rautene was a series of segments linked by improvisation. Each contrasting to the first abstract piece. It was called "Snail" and began with Robert Utter's rendition of a lullaby. The. decrepit lecturer crossing stage, cane in hand, who inadvertently realizes, the association with the opening of the curtain, the presence of the spectators, and seems constantly to want to dismiss us before we warn us of some impending doom to our species. The "spineless"

Morris dancing

also in which men and women more formally performed their steps in court or as a social function. It also isn't renaissance dancing, except in the sense that it became popular during the period. There is a vocabulary to the dance — some of the basic steps are known as the single step, the double step, the "swagger walk," or the "gallantry.

Mr. Leibert, though not English in upbringing, has been dancing since the age of six, having personally known the head musician for a group of Morris dancers since he was four. In New England where he danced through junior high and high school, did some more folk dancing as a graduate student at Indiana Dance Theatre, and for the past four years has been giving workshops or night courses, and Morrisly year, his March, on his abbatial from the art department, where he also teaches ceramics, he plans to spend some time in England, experiencing the real thing — that is, Morris Dancing performed with all its ancient ritual and magic intact.

Retrospectives

Sedaka's New Album

For all you golden oldies freaks, Neil Sedaka has released a new album. You all remember Neil, the nice boy from Brooklyn who wrote "Breakin' Up is Hard to Do," "Happy Birthday Sweet Sixteen," and "Oh Carol." His new release is called "Sedaka's Back." Gauging by the quality of the songs on the album, it should be titled songs from Sedaka's backside. Somehow, the voice which fit so well with the early sixties serticities is way out of place in the mid-seventies.

Sedaka doesn't play oldies shows. He has no plans to be viewed as a contemporary artist, not a ghost from the past. Too bad, Neil. You had a chance as a reincarnated spirit. Looks like you're going to be the Invisible Man.

A German gent by the name of Edgar Froese has put out an album which introduces a new technique in stereo sound. It is called "Aqua" and the technique called the artificial, like the system. It was developed by a man named Gunther Breschen and it is really quite amazing. The "narrative" on the album shows it off well, but as an album it is quite boring. Still, the innovation alone makes this album noteworthy.

What are your five favorite albums?

What is the last record you bought and why?

Do you think that $6 is too much to pay for a concert in Palmer?

Is Elton John gay?

Comments

CLIP AND RETURN TO BOX 1137
Lewisy’40 day fast

Continued from p.3

Auction

of which can be enjoyed with
dinner to follow for 8 people.

Time: 4 hours. Includes a Fun
Trunk with surprise contents.
Value at least $1,000.

J. Wauter: Autographed copy of
his book: Clergy In Action.
Training.

Richard Lichenstein:
Background Lessons.
Bill and Nancy Falls: Spanish
dinner including recipe and
opportunity to help in the
cooking.

Paul Fulton: Rattlebox music
(trio).

Bernie McMullan: A tour of
representative bars in the New
independent.

M. Cohn: Backyard, garden
or two, they feel as though their
money for the money for the
money

Stress, tension...boredom?

And there is a cost when the
limiting the distribution requirements,
most students run up against
the fact that they are, by in-
cination or native talent, not
particularly adept.

Though of a different sort, work at study is
just as hard as building bridges and libraries.

The proof of this is in the food operation here as is short-sighted
as most of the actions of this college. A "student" building.
Strong, healthy bodies with the
energy to spend long hours at
study, and have enough left over
for athletics, the food here keeps
students alive as easily as possible.

The food, if not actually breeding disease and suscep-
tibility to disease, keeps us functioning at less than peak
energy. The Greek ideal of a
sound mind in a healthy body is
still valid.

Our nation and world in the
condition we find them, all the
energy and vitality of all human
beings is necessary to find
correct solutions to our
problems. Functioning at less
than capacity, we have not the
energy to find the correct
solutions to our problems. We
have only the vigor to see a
halfway, nay, quickfix. Quickfix
fixes we have in abundance, a
few thoroughly worked out
cures.

Looks like next week for world food,
and lack thereof.

Lauri Hollister: Weeding for
1 hour.

Kathy Wall hanging.

Carol Bowman: Dog wash for
up to five dogs.

Elissa Fiddelman: Leather-
craft. Please supply your own
leather.

B.J. Macklin: Latin American
Dinner with appropriate
beverages, approximately
early 2nd semester.
For 8 people.

Ricky Cohn, Harold Rosen:
Around the House" Yardwork,
housecleaning, etc.

Suzanne Schuld & Kathy
McClure: A Monday or Wed-
nesday night chauffeur service to
The Jolly Bagger in Mystic for
2 people.

Mrs. Hazel Tal - head Nurse
- Make beds in a dorm on one
20 beds some time 2nd
semester.

Mr. and Mrs. Pierre Degusay:
A French dinner for 6 people.

Mystery Package "A"
valued at least $9.00.

Con Cordes: Singing
Engagement.

Lauri Hollister: One hour
snow shoveling.

Connie Klachfi: Light
housework and yardwork.

Lincoln Baxter on guitar, Steve
Bach on drum, and Boosh on
piano: Will "Boogie" Jam for
party or whatever. One of the
oldies oldies from CoCo's first
Rock Bands, blues, rock... etc.

Eliza Fiddelman: Wall hang-
ing or boxes.

Dean Cobb: Soul Food Dinner
for 8.

Allison Thruston & Kathy
McClure: A Quart of Hand-
Cramped Homemade Ice Cream
eya.

Charles Chih: Chinese Dinner
for 4.

J. Cohn: Merrick: Babysitting.

Social Package: Conn Film
Agency, Theater One, Social
Board, Classes of '78, '77 and '78.
Mike Shinault: Homemade
cake and pickles for that "old
feeling."

Continued on page ten

Tenure Reaps

that the college must attempt to
define its objectives and fashion
its conceptual structure accor-
dingly. "One of the colleges
main assets is its reputation as a
teaching institution," said the
outstanding faculty, and I think
one of the major points we must
follow in awarding tenure to
individual faculty members is
just well they teach." Ames
continued by saying, "all well to
and scholarship; "keeping attuned
to the trends and the time is very
important too."

Swanson Proposed

Dean Wayne Swanson, who
previously handled students
representation on the committee,
said he was "very pleased" with
the faculty's display of interest "in
been some discrepancy however,
as to the role I will play in the
committee. As I am an ex-officio
member, I do not preside over the
meetings. I anticipate the committe's
decisions to be made some time
soon."

Swanson also cautioned that
the alternative motion for
purposes of the committee "must be
taken as a question of political
influence on the committee must not be
viewed as opposition to student
involvement."

Those nineteen faculty members
who opposed the faculty resolution
in the central problem of
unification. There were some areas
where the faculty should have the
opportunity to meet by itself. And
even students on the committee
will never be involved in
discussing issues of sitting or
becoming a "vegan" which is a
person who abstains from all
dairy products as well as meat.

When he is on an extended fast,
such as his current one, all he
consumes is water with lemon and
honey added to it.

Fast and Religion

Mr. Lewis cannot separate
religion from his other political
activities, he receives Holy
Communion everyday.

He was baptized last April into
the Catholic Church as a result of
affiliations with priests and
churches. He feels, especially
on my personal life." He has
since learned that the more he
considers any comment, the
closer he becomes to the essence
of religion. He said, "I am happy
to be involved, it has helped to shape
my character."

Speaking to the fast taking
place on the campus today, Mr.
Lewis stressed the importance
of totally abstaining from lunch and
dinner. He realizes that "anyone
who wants to share in hunger helps
to make more of an impact, while
fasting, the more I am in control
and read literature on the subject."

When asked what one more
thing the students could do to help
others. Mr. Lewis explained that he
is being sponsored for each
meal taken. It is hoped the proceeds
then go to Oxfam, a national
relief organization.

"Chris Corson has worked out
the psychological difference between
voluntarily abstaining from
eating and being forced to eat.
In essence, his goal is to create
more concern, less waste, and a
step to the raping of the land."
Asian club book drive

By Nancy Orbe

An ad hoc committee of students, faculty, and alumni is collecting new and used books of all types from the second until the last day of the year. All books will be sent to libraries in the south Asian nation of Sri Lanka (Colombo) and those from the Asian student group at the American University in Washington, D.C. The books that are collected will be sent to the library at the University of Sri Lanka in Peradeniya, and to the DS Senanayaka Memorial Library in Colombo. The students at the American University in Washington, D.C. will provide books written in English by students of academic interest which will be sent to the University, forming a personal bond between Cornell College and the University of Sri Lanka.

Please be generous and give any type of book you do not need. Consider the books you give to the book drive your Christmas present to a student of a foreign university.

Letters

Security reports that last year (1973-74) there were 3,296 cases of outdoor robbery and 3,192 cases of found unlocked after 12:00 P.M., and during September and October of this year, there were 3,012 cases of found unlocked outside doors have been reported.

Paragraph 2, sentence 3, of the editorial is incorrect. A call was received on November 2nd at 11:10 from an unknown person who said that there were persons coming from the area north of the North dormitories. Three guards were sent to look for them, but were in the patrol car and arrived there within 2 minutes. The third guard was in another car, 150 feet in that area and picked up the information on his walkie-talkie radio and joined the other guards to search the wooded area adjacent to the dorm. At 11:43 after a 30-minute search, they called the campus police, and reported that no one was found, nor were any unusual noises heard. The call was received at the gate house, and the caller (again unknown) said they were concerned about the same incident. Again five guards were immediately dispatched back to the area. Two of the guards again searched the woods and three entered Marshall and, upon speaking to a student and going to the lobby, learned that there was a party in progress at the north end of the dorm. The guards also learned that there had been much screaming and yelling during the party but it had stopped. The guard then notified the gate house and also the editors of the students on the first floor in the absence of the housekeeper or house wife. Sincerely yours,

Jewel Plummer Cobb
Dear Mr. Orbe:

An ad hoc committee of students, faculty, and alumni is collecting new and used books of all types from the second until the last day of the year. All books will be sent to libraries in the south Asian nation of Sri Lanka (Colombo) and those from the Asian student group at the American University in Washington, D.C. The books that are collected will be sent to the library at the University of Sri Lanka in Peradeniya, and to the DS Senanayaka Memorial Library in Colombo. The students at the American University in Washington, D.C. will provide books written in English by students of academic interest which will be sent to the University, forming a personal bond between Cornell College and the University of Sri Lanka.

Please be generous and give any type of book you do not need. Consider the books you give to the book drive your Christmas present to a student of a foreign university.

continued from p.2

Arafat scored

Dear Sirs:

Yaser Arafat, the newly legitimated head of the Palestinian people, just finished his 24-hour dramatic visit to the United Nations. Though he said his coming was significant and successfully self-sufficient, unfortunately, it added no hope to the seemingly sinking situation in the Mid-East.

Two main points should be remembered when considering his visit and his goals.

One: Arafat is legitimately the head of the Palestinian Liberation Organization, but this does not make him the rightful leader of all Palestinians. Many outside Arab nations and people can legitimize this role, nor can any vote from the U.N. General Assembly. It can only come from the Palestinian people themselves. To ignore their right to choose their leaders is to deny them the right of self-determination.

Two: Arafat's proposal of a secular Palestinian state sounds very fair; equality for all — what could be finer? But the catch is that this state will be established not along-side of, but in place of, Israel. Israel must first be dismembered, dissolved, destroyed and annihiliated. Then we will be able to form the PLO will set up their state. And if they adhere to their published criteria for which Israelis can claim membership in the new Palestinian state, it is estimated that more than two-thirds of Israel's Jewish population will be forced to leave. Where is their equity now?

The issue of Palestinian rights will not be solved Arafat's way, nor will it be solved by Israel not speaking to the Palestinians. But it is to Israel to speak to the Palestinian terrorists who have committed unspeakable acts of terrorism, nor does it seem fair, especially since the PLO has not ruled out the use of additional future acts of terrorist violence. This is one reason why Israel is presently seeking out other Palestinian communities to provide alternative representatives of the Palestinian people to help

continued from p.9

Maximum of 2 people however if two people participate the lessons are 1/2 hour long.

William L. Churchhill: A faculty seat.

Bobbi Williams: God's eye.

Lisa Bancala: Pet sitting


Jackie Woodard: Crocheted black and white shawl.

Kevin Durkin: pair of baa-baa lamb ski goggles.

James Baird: A Bowl of whiskey or rum punch for an after dinner hour in a dorm living room, with an oral reading of lyric poetry by one or two of the following: Edwin Arlington Robinson, Robert Frost, Archibald MacLeish, or sonnets, English or American.

John Kent: Pair filigree earrings.

Melanie Cotton: Breakfast-in-bed for one or two.

Bobbie Kats: Matched sneakers for a family up to five members with regular sized feet.

Edgar Mayhew: 2 straw pots.

John Schlegel: 2 hour indoor tennis matches plus one de-liver yourself dinner after the 2nd match.

Kevin Durkin: Bartending.


Edgar Mayhew: Alabaster vase.

Watson, King, Swanson: "An Dean's Delight" A first! Celebrate New Year's Eve 1975 on December 6, 1974 from 10 p.m. to 7 A New Year's Eve party for a maximum of 20 people.

Mr. and Mrs. Despaliatoric: Picnic for 4 students in the Spring, family style in a park nearby with the family.

Whew!
Turkey Trot

Connecticut College's Second Annual Turkey Trot will be held 3:30 p.m. on Monday, 25 Nov. The Trot is open to co-ed couples. Entry material is available in the P.E. office on the second floor of Cro. Enter isopentocouples. Entry material is available before you start. Prize for each event is $3.00. See Karl Christoffers, J.A. 213, box 184.

Skiing Plans

Students-Faculty-Staff interested in skiing should contact the Phys. Ed. office for further information on plans for this winter. - Ext. 205.

'D76 Cocktail Party

There will be a Junior Class Cocktail Party on Monday, 25 Nov. in the Main Lounge of Crozier-Williams. Please bring your I.D. Semi-formal preferred.

Dutch Tavern Devotees

now available

Dutch Tavern Caps

High quality, red-orange baseball caps with the legend: "The Dutch" on a black patch. Sizes 6 1/4 to 7 1/4. $3.00 each. See Karl Christoffers, J.A. 213, box 184.

English Dept. Lecture

Mr. William Kromer will speak on

The Mystic- Symbolic World of Luis Borges

9:30 - Thames 114

The second annual

J.A. Cultural Film Festival

presents

ERROL FLYNN

King of the swashbucklers

as

THE SEA HAWK

with Brenda Marshall, Claude Rains, Donald Crisp, Alan Hale, Henry Daniell.

Score by Erich Wolfgang Korngold.

Directed by Michael Curtiz.

From the days when heroes were heroes, and spoke like same, as opposed to Clint Eastwood who never says anything.

plus

2 Little Rascals shorts

in J.A. Sat. 23 Nov.

75¢ shows at 8 & 11
**Sports**

**Playoffs:**

Blunt vs. Morrisson Harkness vs. ?

*J. A. wins; blows perfect season*

---

**Gymnasts perform**

By Anne Robillard

The gymnastics team of Conn College and the Coast Guard Academy performed in an exhibition at Conn. The event was well attended and served as a warm-up for the competitive season.

**First performance nerves were evident in both clubs and the routines were not yet perfected, but on the whole there were some fine performances and Conn's Coach Zimmerman feels that the team will improve with each competitive meet.**

Coast Guard performed on the pommel horse, floor exercises, and parallel bars, still rings, and the high bar. Particularly outstanding for them in all events was senior and team captain, Rich Hoek.

Conn performed in vaulting, uneven bars, beam, and floor exercises. Denise McClain, team captain, turned in good performances on the balance beam and on the uneven bars. Ellen Barbaz was also good on the uneven bars exhibiting a smooth, quick rhythm. Conn looked especially strong in the floor exercises with two good performances by Freshmen, Allison Hall and Ann Droubelit.

The women's gymnastics team appears to be off to a successful season with their first dual-meet in just over two weeks, on Dec. 7, against Yale.

Anticipate another exhibition by Conn sometime in February as they start their spring season of competition.

---

**Swim team sponsors meet**

by Nancy Orbe

On Monday, the 26th of November, the Connecticut College Women's Swim Team will be sponsoring a meet against Brown University here at the pool. The meet will start at 7 p.m. The girls have been working very hard for this home meet. They have been practicing twice daily, at 7 a.m. and at 7 p.m.

---

**League Standings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>North</th>
<th>South</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Park</td>
<td>5 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrisson</td>
<td>5 1 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall</td>
<td>3 2 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larrabee</td>
<td>2 3 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright</td>
<td>2 2 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambdin</td>
<td>1 1 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton</td>
<td>0 5 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**classified ads**


For sale: Chiodori 16-speed bike. Excellent condition, 8 months old, $150 new, now $75 or best offer. I need the money; come rob me. Jeff Marotta, Box 790 Smith 209.

I am a very adaptable student looking for a room in facility housing, also willing to take the place of a departing student in some already existing house or apartment. I have no car, so I am looking for a place within a half-mile walk of campus. Please contact Craig Karlin, Box 649, or phone 442-0049.